
2018 CZ-USA New Products



CZ P-10 C URBAN GREY  
SUPPRESSOR-READY
Joining our Urban Grey series of pistols, this variant of the striker-fired 
P-10 wears our distinctive hue that’s a mix of FDE and a light grey. 
Also added are high night sights, a suppressor-ready barrel threaded 
1/2x28 and an extended base pad that boosts capacity to 17+1. 

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Urban Grey/Nitride

CZ P-10 C FDE WHITE NITRIDE
The white nitride used on this slide offers the same hardy surface 
protection as the standard black nitride, just without the darker hue. 
Riding atop an FDE frame, this two-toned pistol is one smart-looking 
package!

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Flat Dark Earth/White Nitride

CZ P-09 OD GREEN
With an OD Green frame and a set of metal night sights, these variants 
carry all the features that make the P-09/P-07 series pistols highly 
sought after by shooters — the convertible Omega safety/decocker 
system being the most notable, allowing the owner to decide between 
hammer-down decocked carry or cocked-and-locked like a 1911. 

cal: 9mm Luger finish: OD Green/Nitride

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ P-07 OD Green

CZ SHADOW 2 KADET KIT
Affording Shadow 2 owners a cheaper plinking option, the Shadow 2 Kadet converts the 9mm Shadow 
2 over to a blow-back 22 LR, allowing shooters to use their competition belts, mag holders and any 
frame-mounted modifications or accessories. Ships with two 10-round magazines.

cal: 22 LR finish: black anodized

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ SP-01 Kadet Kit — Shorter slide to fit SP-01 models



CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 PISTOL W/ FLASH 
CAN AND FOLDING BRACE
For those that want a complete braced pistol package right out of the gate, we’ve added 
the SB Tactical folding arm brace to our popular Scorpion pistol with an extended Carbine 
handguard and flash can muzzle device. This model is ideal for those who already own a 9mm 
suppressor as most 9mm and hybrid cans will fit down inside the Carbine forend.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polymer

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 PISTOL  
OD GREEN AND BATTLESHIP GREY
Color variants of the popular Scorpion pistol in a dark green or a blue/grey hue.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: OD Green or Battleship Grey Polymer

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S2 MICRO PISTOL W/ BRACE
With a 4” barrel and HB Industries short handguard, this diminutive Scorpion is the result of our development of a smaller, suppressed Scorpion for an undercover 
drug interdiction unit. With a collapsed length just over 16 inches, this pint-sized pistol features a NoOsprey faux suppressor from the folks over at SilencerCo. Its 
telescoping SB Tactical arm brace extends for additional stabilization, making this one potent little package.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black

Arriving summer 2018

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 CARBINE FDE
A new hue for the Scorpion Carbine, this pistol caliber plinker is clad in Flat Dark Earth furniture.  

cal: 9mm Luger stock/finish: Folding/adjustable, FDE

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine FDE w/ Faux Suppressor — Instead of the muzzle brake this variant uses a faux suppressor for a muzzle device



CZ S2 TI REFLEX 
With increasing use of Scorpions by Law Enforcement, we knew the time was quickly approaching when we’d need 
suppressed variants to meet the demands of some of the special units we work with. Not only that, we needed a 
suppressor that could maximize the available real estate of the Scorpion package while keeping the overall length as 
short as possible. 

The resulting gun is the Scorpion EVO III S2 Micro — found on page 6 in pistol form. The can to match needed to be 
something that we couldn’t source in the marketplace, requiring us to make it ourselves. Teaming up with the airflow 
specialists at Aerocharger, we were able to achieve the suppression of large cans but in a much more compact package. 
Comparing it directly to a standard Scorpion with one of the most popular micro 9mm cans on the market, the combo of 
the Scorpion Micro and the S2 Reflex are nearly 3” shorter, while further dampening the report by almost 10 dB!

A fully-welded titanium can, the S2 Ti Reflex is designed to fit under an HB Industries handguard, allowing it to have a 
2” reflex blast chamber and giving it the volume of much larger cans while only protruding from the muzzle 5.83 inches. 
This full titanium can weighs in at just 9.6 ounces and spits out 147 grain defensive loads at well under 130 dB. 

For Scorpion owners who want the benefits of the S2 suppressor but at a more favorable price point, the S2 SS is the 
same fully-welded reflex design executed in 17-4 stainless steel. The downside of this stainless construction is a bit 
more weight — meaning it clocks in at 15.36 oz.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: black Cerakote

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ S2 SS Reflex — stainless steel construction

CZ INTEGRAL 22 LR 
If it weren’t for the endcap, this suppressor would be completely unnoticeable  — that is until the trigger is pulled. Then it still might go unnoticed, since 
with sub-sonic ammo the loudest report will be that of the striker falling. 

Built into one of our standard 455 Varmint barrels, it utilizes a patented screw-in baffle system. Using the included tool, the owner can thread the baffles 
in to pre-designated locations within the forward threaded suppressor portion of the barrel. If they wish, they can tune baffle lengths to their liking, 
finding just the right combination for their load of choice.

Baffles and endcap are cut from 7075 aluminum, meaning between the hollowing out of the barrel and the lightweight suppressor components, the 
.866” diameter Varmint barrel experiences some weight loss while still measuring in at 20.9”. 

A unique (and patented) baffle thread cuts through accumulated crud for regular cleanings, which we recommend be done  
every 300 rounds due to the dirty nature of rimfire ammunition.

cal: 22 LR finish: black Cerakote

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ Integral 17 HMR — chambered in 17 HMR, 20.9”
• CZ Integral 22 LR — chambered in 22 LR, 16.9”
• CZ Integral 17 HMR — chambered in 17 HMR, 16.9”

Scorpion not included

rifle not included

With evolving needs on our Law Enforcement side dictating the requirement for 
a Scorpion-specific suppressor, we decided it was high time to throw our hat 
in the ring in the US suppressor market. We’re of the opinion that any product 
we can sell to LE we should also be able to sell to any other civilian, so while 
the Hughes Amendment might preclude the real fun stuff, we’re happy to offer 
a line of suppressors that are optimized for CZ platforms. 

From the Scorpion S2 Reflex to our line of titanium centerfire reflex cans, the 
overarching theme in our suppressor line is that function should dictate form. 
The results are lightweight and robust, with no excess bulk. Where possible we 
incorporate reflex systems that minimize the overall length when threaded onto 
a host while maximizing internal volume — allowing these cans to suppress 
better than competitor offerings with the same overall firearm length.

CZ-USA Suppressors



CZ RIMFIRE 22 LR 
Simplicity. With the same thread-in baffle system as the Integral system on the opposing page, the CZ Rimfire suppressor is built to 
blend into the heavy cylindrical barrels of our 455 Varmint line, with a 0.866” diameter and a 6.9” length. 

The same tuneable baffle system allows users to set the baffles to factory specs, or choose their own depths chasing just the right 
spacing for the load they prefer to use. Able to be easily taken apart for cleaning, the Rimfire can be used on any rimfire round under 
.224 in diameter, including 17 HMR, 22 WMR and even 17 WSM. Due to the dirty nature of rimfire ammunition, cleaning ever 300 
rounds is recommended.

cal: Any rimfire below .224” diameter finish: black Cerakote

CZ 5.56 TI REFLEX 
Combining light weight, superb suppression and short installed length, our centerfire reflex cans sport a very distinctive shape. To shave the ounces, each 
titanium baffle is turned down on a lathe until it possesses just the right amount of material to withstand the pressures of full-auto use. The swirled shape 
of the internal baffle structure is reflected in its exterior, and each baffle is welded to the next until the stack exhibits a very unique silhouette. Not only 
does this eliminate extra material that would simply add weight, it also increases surface area for heat dissipation. 

The endcap and mount are replaceable, and each can is shipped with a 3” reflex mount that allows the user to boost the internal can capacity greatly 
without increasing the overall length when assembled, with a standard flush mount also included for use on firearms that won’t allow for the reflex. 
Threaded 1/2x28 in 5.56, it is rated for full auto use.

cal: 223/5.56x45 NATO and smaller finish: black Cerakote

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ 7.62 Ti Reflex — rated up to 300 Win. Mag., 5/8x24 thread
• CZ 338 Ti Reflex — rated up to 338 Lapua, 3/4x24 thread



CZ SUPREME FIELD
Whether you’re a clayshooter or a hunter, nothing quite matches the feeling of shooting a bespoke shotgun. We do a number of custom, built-to-order 
shotguns each year and for 2018 wanted to introduce a high-grade production gun that carries the flair of these customs but at a bit better price 
point.

With deep relief engravings cut by hand, the Supreme Field is fitted to a Grade III stock that shows off the grain structures that Turkish walnut is 
famous for. With our one-piece CNCed receiver, the Supreme Field is chambered in 12, 20 and 28, with automatic ejectors standard on all three 
gauges. 

Its full forend is sharply-checkered and a solid mid-rib both adds to the class and gives this 28” barreled shotgun a smooth swing. 

Shipped in a protective hard case with five interchangeable extended chokes.

CZ 557 LEFT-HAND
Though they make up a small portion of the shooting population, lefties tend to be a very vocal crowd! Finally we are able to 
add a  left-handed rifle in a medium game chambering — two such rifles in fact.  

With a 557 in 30-06 Springfield and a 557 Short Action in .308 Win., the difference between the two being action length 
and magazine style. The 30-06 has a hinged floorplate and a standard action length while the 308 has a detachable box 
magazine and a true short action. Both feature a cold hammer forged and lapped 24” sporter-profile barrel.

cal: 30-06 Springfield finish: Blue/walnut

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 557 Short Action Left-Hand — 308 Win. with a detachable box magazine and true short action

scope not included

CZ 557 AMERICAN
For shooters and hunters who crave velocity and knock-down power at range, the 557 American is happy to oblige. 
With a 26” version of our cold hammer forged and lapped barrel and some go-fast medium game chamberings, the 
American is built to tackle any game species on this continent. Its American-pattern stock has strong pistol grip with a 
bit of a palm swell and is adorned with a classic checkering design borrowed from our UHR. 

With a high comb and no sights, this rifle is intended for use with a scope, and built-in dovetails mean there are 
no bases required — allowing scopes to be mounted directly to the action and enabling a simpler, more robust 
attachment method.

cal: 26 Nosler, 28 Nosler, 30 Nosler, 300 Win. Mag. stock/finish: Walnut/blue

Arriving late 2018



CZ SHARP-TAIL
Joining the Sharp-Tail line of side-by-sides for 2018 is a 16 gauge variant with 28” barrels and fixed IC/MOD chokes. 

CZ SHARP-TAIL COACH
With the huge popularity of our Hammer Coach it was high time we introduced a hammer-less version. Built on our Sharp-
Tail platform, the Sharp-Tail Coach is a single-trigger coach gun with 20” cylinder bore barrels and is available in 12 or 20 
gauges. 

CZ SCTP STERLING
After several years spent homing in on the ideal shotgun for female shooters, a truth presented itself  — those unique dimen-
sions required to fit women with long necks and slender faces are nearly interchangeable with those needed to properly fit 
many youth shooters. As the product photo demonstrates, these dimensions create a stock that looks very different from 
most other shotguns, allowing these shooters to keep their heads up and eyes on target. A 4-way adjustable comb helps 
fine-tune the fit and increased pitch makes it much more comfortable to shoulder (around 8o). 

This classy shotgun is built on the Upland Sterling receiver and is chambered in 12 gauge with 28” barrels. It handles both 
2¾ and 3” shells.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ SCTP Sterling Southpaw — Cast on for left-handed shooters

CZ REAPER MAGNUM
Our 3 1/2”-chambered Swamp Magnum is one heck of a waterfowl gun — but we knew we could make it better for the 
turkey hunter. With shorter 26” barrels and extended chokes to include an Extra Full, the Reaper Magnum gives the turkey 
hunter the ability to choose one tight choke for long shots and one open choke for closer shots, giving great versatility at 
the flick of the barrel selector switch. With a drilled and tapped top Picatinny-style rail, mounting an optic is as easy as can 
be. Lastly, the polymer stocks are clad in Realtree Xtra Green to help it blend into the woods. 

red dot not included

CZ DRAKE .410 AND 28 GAUGE
Our most affordable over/under gains two sub-gauge variants for 2018. Identical to the larger shotguns, just in 28 gauge 
and .410 bore, these diminutive shotguns are built on CNCed steel actions, have a mid-rib delete and are clad in Turkish 
walnut stocks. 

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Drake Southpaw — Cast on for left-handed shooters, 12 or 20 gauge, new for 2018


